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     Radio wave is easily effected by obstacles
in indoor environments. The obstacles are walls,
ceilings, furniture in indoor environment. These
obstacles will cause multiple reflection and
diffraction of the radio waves and the
phenomenon is called as multipath effect. Due to
this multipath effect, the intersymbol
interference which increases the bit error rate
and outage probability of the communication
system occurred. As a result, the quality of
communication becomes worse. The goal of this
project is to synthesize the antenna pattern to
decrease to bit error rate (BER) of the
communication system. Based on the
topography of the antenna and the BER formula,
the synthesis problem can be reformulated into
an optimization problem and solved by the
genetic algorithm. The main advantage of the
genetic algorithm is that the relationship of the
independent variable and dependent variable is
not necessary to express explicitly in
mathematics formula. The main feature of this
approach is choosing BER as the object function



































recovery) [7]以及時序回復(timing recovery) [8]
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（二）當位元錯誤率最低時的天線輻射場型
(A)圓弧陣列天線
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（三）數值結果
考慮一個長´寬´高為 mmm 41211 ´´ 的
3典型房間，如圖 4所示。假設牆壁、天花板、
地板的厚度皆為 25 公分厚的水泥，且其材質
係數是在 57.5GHz 為 jr 43.05.6 -=e [11],
[12]。發射天線為考慮一個落在 xy的平面上，
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